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Chat Messaging in Video Visits

The Chat panel also shows when participants join or leave the video visit.

Participants see only those messages that were sent after they joined the video call.

When a new message is received, a red circle appears showing the number of unread messages .

While in a video visit, you can send text messages to the group chat.  See the FAQ on page 2.
Messages in a chat: • Are visible to everyone in the video call.

• Are available only while the video call in process. Chats are not logged or archived.
• Can include links that let you share published images, videos, files, or websites.
• Cannot be deleted or edited after being sent.
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Messaging is available only when joining via a Host URL, Guest URL, or OTNinvite.
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Chat Messaging in Video Visits

Frequently Asked Questions

1. Can I use messaging if I join a video visit via the OTNhub Call button  ?
No. You can use messaging only if you join a video visit using a Host URL, Guest URL, 
or the “Start videoconference” link in an OTNinvite email. 

2. What is the difference between a message and a chat?
One or more messages make up a chat. 

3. How do I send a message?
i. Show the Chat panel.
ii. Enter text in the “Write a message” field and then click the send button or press Enter.

4. Is there a limit to the length of a message?
A text message has a maximum limit of 10,000 characters.  
For readability, it is best to keep text messages short and meaningful.

5. Can I send an anonymous message?
No, you cannot send an anonymous message. Every message in a chat appears  
with the sender’s “display name ” and the time the message was sent.

6. Can I send a message only to the host or only to a specific person in the video visit?
No, you cannot send a message to a specific participant.  
Every message in a chat appears to all participants.

7. Can I edit or delete a message after I have sent it?
No, you cannot change or remove a message after it was sent.

8. Are the chats or messages saved?
No, a video visit chat and all its messages exist only during the video call.  
When the video visit ends, the associated chat and all its messages are deleted. 

9. Can I include an image or file attachment in a message?
You can include a link (URL) to an image or file.  
You cannot attach a file or embed an image in a text message.

https://otn.ca/video-visit-help/Content/More/display-name.htm

